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architectures

• 3.3.1 Resistive divider
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• 3.3.3 Settling of the output 
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architectures
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• 3.3.8 R-2R Resistor Ladder 

DAC
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3.4 Capacitor based

architectures

3.4.1 Capacitive divider DAC

3.4.2 Capacitive MDAC

3.4.3 ”Flip around” MDAC

3.4.4 Hybrid capacitive

resistive DACs

3.5 Current source based

architectures

3.5.1 Basic operation

3.5.2 Unity current generator

3.5.3 Random mismatch with

unary selection

3.5.4. Current sources

selection

3.5.5 Current switching and 

segmentation

3.5.6 Switching of current

sources

3.6 Other architectures

(The contents refer to 

”Maloberti”)
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• Contents of Chapter 4:

• 4.1 Introduction

• 4.2 Timing accuracy

• 4.3 Full flash converters

• 4.4 Sub-ranging and two-step

converters

• 4.5 Folding and interpolation

• 4.6 Time interleaved converters

• 4.7 Successive approximation

converter

• 4.8 Pipeline converters

• 4.9 Other architectures
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ADCs and throughput (1 of 2) 

• Depending on

the bandwidth of

the input signal, 

ADCs may use

one or multiple 

clock cycles per 

conversion. 



ADCs and throughput ( 2 of 2) 

• Depending on the bandwidth of the input signal, ADCs

may use one or multiple clock cycles per conversion. 



Full Flash Converters 
• Compare input with all 

transition points between

adjacent quantization

intervals - ”brute force”

• Quick – 1 CP, ”flash”.

• n bit: 2n-1 reference voltages

and comparators.

• ”1” output up to a certain

level, ”0” over: thermometer

code.

• ROM decoder.

• Quantization step ∆= (Vref+ -

Vref+)/ 2
n-1 , with first and last 

step equal to ∆/2.



Successive approx ADC algorithm
• If we have weights of 1 

kg, 2 kg, 4 kg, 8 kg, 16 

kg, 32 kg and will find 

the weight of an 

unknown X assumed 

to be 45 kg.

• 1011012 

=1*32+0*16+1*8+1*4+

0*2+1*1 

= 4510



Successive approximation converter (ch. 4.5.4) 

• Multiple clock periods

• Exploits knowledge of

previously determined bits to 

find next significant bit.

• Low complexity and low

power consumption

• For a given dynamic range 0 

– VFS the MSB distinguishes

between input signals below

or above VFS / 2. Comparing

the input with VFS / 2   obtains

the first bit as seen in Fig. 

4.28 a)

• Fig. 4.29 shows a typical

block diagram.



Successive approximation converter (ch. 4.5.4) 

• For a given dynamic range 0 –

VFS the MSB distinguishes

between input signals below or 

above VFS / 2. Comparing the

input with VFS / 2   obtains the

first bit as seen in Fig. 4.28 a)

• The knowledge of the MSB 

restricts the search for the next

bit to either the upper or lower

half of the 0 to VFS interval. 

Threshold for second bit is VFS / 

2 or 3VFS / 4 (the case here).

• After this the next bit is chosen

and next bit can be estimated .

• The timing diagram (upper left) 

describes the case for three bits.

• Voltages for comparisons are

generated by a DAC under 

control of the SAR register.



Successive approximation converter (ch. 4.5.4) 

• Timing diagram: S/H samples the input during the 1st clock period and holds it 

for N successive clock intervals.

• The DAC is controlled by the SAR algorithm (Fig. 4.28 b))

• Initially the SAR sets MSB to 1 as a prediction, though this may be changed to 0.

• The process continues until all n bits have been determined.

• As the start of the next conversion (while the S&H is sampling the next input, the

SAR provides the n-bit output and resets the registers.

• The name of the algorithm comes from the fact that the voltage from the DAC is 

an improving approximation of the sampled input voltage.



Succ. Approx ADC, example 13.2 in J&M



Sub-ranging and Two-step converters 

• Sub-ranging and two-step ADCs

have better speed-accuracy

tradeoff than full flash for n>8.

• 2 (or 3) clock periods per 

conversion, but smaller number of

comparators and thus benefitting

silicon area, power consumption

and capacitive loading of the S/H.

• The DAC converts the M MSBs

back to an analog signal that is 

subtracted from the held input that

is converted to digital by the 2nd N-

bit flash that yields the LSBs. 

• Digital Logic combine coarse and 

fine bits to obtain the n = (M+N) bit 

output.

• Subranging ADCs does not have 

the amplification by K (two-step

has).



Sub-ranging and Two-step converters 

• Fig. 4.10 shows the timing 

diagram.

• Four logic signals (below main

clock signal) are derived from the

main clock.

• Assuming half a clock period is 

used to provide each function or 

group of functions means that 2 

clock periods are enough for 1 

conversion.

• For an 8 bit conversion: M = N = 4 

 2(16-1) = 30 comparators are

needed, instead of 255 for an 8-bit 

flash ADC.

• The spared area and power are

much more than what is needed for 

the DAC and residue generator.

• S/H is only loaded by 2M comp.



Folding and interpolation 

• Splits the input range into a 

number of sectors

• Single folding bends the input 

around ½ VFS and gives rise to 

2 sectors (1-bit) with peak

amplitude ½ VFS.

• Folding 2 times leads to 4 

sectors (2-bit) with peak

amplitude 1/4 VFS.

• M bit folding needs 2n-M-1

comparators to complete an n-

bit conversion.

• Knowledge of which segment 

the input is in determines the

MSBs, which are combined

with LSBs for M+N-bit output.



Folding and interpolation 

• Fig. 4.18 is a conceptual block diagram: The M-bit folder 

produces the analog folded output and the M-bit code which

identifies which segment the output is in. The gain stage 

augments the dynamic range to become VFS. The N-bit ADC 

determines the LSBs that are combined with the MSBs to 

give the overall output of n = (N+M) bits.

• The folding circuit is normsally used for high conversion rates 

and medium-high resolutions.



Folding A/D Converters (13.7)
• The number of latches is 

reduced compared to the 

interpolating ADC, and even 

more from FLASH

• The figure shows a 4 bit 

converter with folding rate of 4

• A group of LSBs are found 

separately from a group of 

MSBs.

• The MSB converter 

determines whether the input 

signal, Vin, is in one of four 

voltage regions (between 0 

and ¼, ¼ and ½ , ½ and ¾ , 

or ¾ and 1)

• V1 to V4 produce a 

thermometer code for each of 

the four MSB regions
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Similar to folding block responses on previous slide..

• Bipolar folder outputs

• Ex: Input 1.05:

• F1 > threshold=0 -> ”1” 

• F2 > threshold=0 -> ”1”

• F3 > threshold=0 -> ”1”

• F4 < threshold=0 -> ”0”

• Thermometer code 

produced for each of the 

four MSB regions 

(between 0 and ¼, ¼ and 

½ , ½ and ¾ , or ¾ and 1 

for previous slide)
• (in certain respects related to 

interpolation in Fig 13.24) 

1. mars 2011
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Folding  – problems with unsharp edges 

• Sharp edges are desired, but hard to obtain.

• Linearity is good in the regions midway between the folding 

points and becomes bad as the input approaches the

segment borders.

• This may give rise to an INL which sometimes can make the

method impractical. There is a solution..



2 folders to avoid non-linear regions 

• Bad regions may be 

discarded and only good

ones used.

• 2 folders and transfer 

characteristics shifted by a 

quarter of the folding period.

•  One folder is always in the

linear region.

• The combining logic (MSBs + 

LSBs) must take into account

the sign of the slope in the

used segment and decide

which folder provides the

best linear response.



Interpolation 

• Interpolation provides an 

electrical value that is 

intermediate between

two other electrical

quantities.

• Voltage inputs: resistive

or capacitive dividers

• Current inputs: schemes

based on current

mirrors.



Interpolation in Flash ADCs (ch. 4.5.4) 

• Reduces the number of preamplifiers by generating the median of adjacent

pre-amplifier outputs. This interpolated voltage is then used by 

intermediate latches.

• Equal slopes at the zero crossing equalize the speed and the

metastabilityu error of the latches.

• The number of pre-amps ( and reference voltages diminish by a factor of 2, 

reducing the capacitive load on the S/H. (may be extended to 4 or 8 

resistors between neighbouring pre-amplifiers.

•  less power consumption or higher speed.



Time-Interleaved Converters (ch. 4.5.4) 

• Converters working in parallel for simultaneous quantization of input 

samples.

• A suitable combination of the results makes the operation equivalent to a 

single converter whose speed has been increased by a factor equal to the

number of parallel elements. 

• An alternative solution that relaxes the demanding specification associated

with one full speed S/H employs one S/H in each path.

• Problems: gain mismatch between channels transformed into dynamic

errors.



Time-Interleaved – best compromise between 

complexity and sampling rate – may be used for 

different architectures  [Elbjornsson ’05]



Pipeline Converters (ch. 4.8) 

• Two-step expanded to a 

multi-step algorithm and 

implemented as a pipeline 

architecture. 

• May generate multiple bits 

/ stage.

• Total resolution is given by 

the sum of the bits at each

stage.

• Fig. 4.36: generic pipeline 

stage.



Pipelined ADC -example



Integrating converters (ch. 4.9.2) 

• Input signal determines

the slope of the output 

from the integrator.  

• When it’s shifted, the

slope becomes fixed, 

and the time it takes to 

return is measured by a 

counter, and translated

to a digital output.



Integrating Converters (13.1)

• Vx(t) = Vin t / RC (Vx ramp derivative depending on Vin )

• High linearity and low offset/gain error

• Small amount of circuitry

• Low conversion speed

– 2N+1 * 1/Tclk (Worst case)

(Vin is held constant during conversion.)
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Integrating Converters

• The digital output is given by the count at the end of T2

• The digital output value is independent of the time-constant 
RC
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Metastability – probability of undefined comparator output (ch. 4.2.1) 

• A sampled-data comparator

is typically realized using a 

pre-amplifier and a latch.

• Φamp , Φlatch (latch logic level)

• If Vin,d is too small, the

comparator may be 

undefined at the end of the

latch phase giving an error in 

the output code and possibly

causing a code bubble error

in the thermometric output of

some converter architectures

(or other circuits making use

of comparators). 



Metastability – probability of undefined comparator output (ch. 4.2.1) 

• V0 : voltage swing for valid 

logic levels

• tr = Φlatch Probability of a 

metastability error increases

with the sampling frequency

and at high frequencies

becomes equal to 1 (since

more than 1 is not a valid 

result. If PE is according to 

eq. 4.11 > 1, the result

means PE is 1.)

• PE is inversely proportional to 

the input amplitude Vin,d .

The exponential 

function y = ex

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Exp.svg


Approximate Evaluation of max frequency of operation for ADCs (1/2) 

• fTech: Technology unity gain

frequency

• fT: unity gain frequency of OTA or 

op-amp

• fT = fTech / α , where α is at least 2-4 

(ultimately depending on accuracy).

• fCK = fT / γ , where γ is a suitable

margin between the op-amps fT and 

the clock frequency, fCK, as some

time for settling is needed. (fCK < fT ) 

• In order to estimate γ, suppose that

the input Vin is a step at t = 0.

• A single pole band-limitation gives

rise to an output Vout (t) (approaching

Vin) given by:

• AOL = Vout/(V
+ - V-)

33
The exponential function y = ex

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Exp.svg


Approximate Evaluation of max frequency of operation for ADCs (2/2) 

• fTech: Technology unity gain frequency

• fT: unity gain frequency of OTA or op-amp

• fT = fTech / α , where α is at least 2-4 

(ultimately depending on accuracy).

• fCK = fT / γ , where γ is a suitable margin 

between the op-amps fT and the clock

frequency, fCK, as some time for settling is 

needed. (fCK < fT ) 

• In order to estimate γ, suppose that the

input Vin is a step at t = 0.

• A single pole band-limitation gives rise to 

an output Vout (t) (approaching Vin) given 

by:

• Th

34

• Since an n-bit ADC needs an accuracy

better than 2-(n+1), the settling time must 

be 

• Since the time allowed for settling is half 

clock frequency.

β - feedback factor - how much of the 

output is fed back to the negative input



Litterature

• Johns & Martin: ”Analog Integrated Circuit Design”

• Franco Maloberti: ”Data Converters”

• http://inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ee247/fa04/fa04/lectures/L19_f04.pdf
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Next week, 01/03: 

• Next week: To be defined..

• Messages are given on the INF4420 homepage.

• Questions: sa@ifi.uio.no , 22852703 / 90013264 

mailto:sa@ifi.uio.no

